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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V denote an n-dimensional C-vector space. It is well known that the 
partitions 1 = (j”, , &, . . . ) having Ai 6 n parametrize a complete system of 
distinct GL( V)-irreducible homogeneous polynomial representations, 
denoted by {L, V}. Given any two elements of this system, say Lj, I/ and 
L,, V, as GL( V) is reductive, one has 
Lj. v@ L, VZ C C(A, ,U; V) L,, V, c(A,,u;v)~N. 
In the classical literature one finds two different ways of describing 
c(n, p; v) (in terms of Schur functions): one due to Murnagham and 
Newell [9], and a more popular one due to Littlewood and 
Richardson [7], which was stated without proof. Robinson [lo] presented 
a proof (this is the proof reproduced in [6]), but it was not satisfactory, 
and Macdonald [S] finally completed it. In the meantime, however, other, 
complete proofs had been found by James [S], Lascoux and Schiitzen- 
berger [ 111, and Thomas [ 121. Akin et al. [ 1 ] have since offered a proof 
in terms of modules. 
A problem that has attracted considerable interest for some time is, How 
far can one go in generalizing the classical representation theory to any 
commutative ring R (in fact, Z)? It is known that there are several non- 
isomorphic representations that generalize L, V. Akin et af. [ 11, De Con- 
cini et al. [4], and others have studied in depth the properties of one of 
them, the “Schur functor” L, F (F stands for any free module of rank IZ over 
R). The purpose of this paper is to prove that it is possible to find a univer- 
sal filtration for L,F@ L,F, such that its associated graded module is 
isomorphic to C ~(2, p; v) L,F. (One should recall here that the proof of 
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the Littlewood-Richardson rule given by James works over every field, 
regardless of its characteristic, and that Akin and Buchsbaum can prove a 
result similar to ours, when either i or p has a diagram consisting of only 
one row or one column; cf. [3].) 
Furthermore, the combinatorial description of c(E., p; V) is shown to lead 
to a description of the associated graded module as C L,.F@ C,,, where C,. 
is a suitable universally free R-module of U+ (j&, , R)-invariants (U+(i., , R) 
denotes the upper uni-triangular matrices of order 1,) with entries in R). 
As far as we know, this is the first time that the coefficient ~(2, ,u; V) is given 
an interpretation in terms of a module of invariants. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise specified, we adopt the 
definitions and notations of [ 11. We also quote without proof several 
results contained therein. Hence what follows is not intended to replace 
some acquaintance with [ 11, but only to recall some of the main ideas. 
Let T,(F,, . . . . F,) be a functor defined for all commutative rings R and 
all m-tuples of finitely generated free R-modules F, , . . . . F,,,; T,(F‘, , . . . . F,,,) is 
called a universally free jiunctor if 
(a) TR( F,, . . . . F,,,) is a free R-module of finite rank, and 
(b) whenever cp: R + S is a ring morphism, T,(S@.F,, . . . . S@,F,,,) 
is naturally equivalent to SOR T,(F, , . . . . F,,). 
The idea behind the notion of universal freeness is to give constructions 
over Z that can be carried over to any ring. 
Both the kth exterior power and and the kth symmetric power are 
instances of universally free functors. But to us, the most important exam- 
ple is the Schur functor associated to a skew shape j*/p. 
Let N’ denote the set of all finite sequences of non-negative integers 
(“improper partitions”), e.g., 1. = (E,, , iU2, . ..). with 3.;= 0 for almost all 
indices i. If 1. E N z, we define 1 E N” (the “dual” or “conjugate” of n) by 
1, = number of I’s such that E, >j. 
Clearly 1, 2 X, 2 . . . . and the terms of 2 are those of 1, written in decreasing 
order. If we let IEN” be a partition whenever 1,a 1, > . . . . then w  is an 
involution on the set of partitions. As usual, a partition 2 is identified with 
a diagram of boxes: the total number of boxes is the weight of I, 11.1, and 
the number of rows in the diagram is its length, I(L). 
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Given any two partitions I. and p, we write p G 2 if pi < ,Ii for all i. We 
can thus consider the skew shape 
PA (the shaded region has been erased). 
The corresponding element (2, - 11,) %? - p2, . ..) of N X is denoted by I./p 
(“A mod $‘). 
The skew Schur finctor of shape i/p, denoted by Ln;/, F, is the cokernel of 
the map Qll,, described as follows. For every iE { I, . . . . I(;L) - 1 }, let 
Ai= (Ai, li+ ,) and ,ui= (pi, p,+,). Then 
where •j~,ll, is the morphism 
Let us describe a basis for L,,,F. Let S be any totally ordered set and let 
us think of the diagram of n/p, denoted by d j,ir, as the set of all pairs (i, j,), 
where iE ( 1, . . . . I(2)} and jic {p,+ 1, . . . . Ii}. A tableau of shape n/p with 
values in S is a function T: A,,, -+ S (i.e., a way of tilling the boxes of n/,u 
with elements of S). A tableau T is row-standard (resp. column-standard) if 
each row (resp. column) is strictly (resp. weakly) increasing with respect to 
the order in S. A tableau T is standard if it is both row- and column- 
standard. 
Suppose that LfjllGiG,l is a basis for F (ordered by the subscripts). Then 
we have the corresponding bases for the modules Ai.‘-“‘F, and for 
The basis of A j.IP F provides a system of generators for L,/, F, which can be 
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identified with the row-standard tableaux of shape A/p with values in {fi). 
(The projection A,,,F+ L,,,F is denoted by d,,,(F).) By means of the SO- 
called straightening law (cf. [ 1, Lemma 11.2.15]), one then proves that the 
standard tableaux of shape E./p with values in {f;} are a basis for Lj.,, F. 
We are now ready to introduce the notion of a filtration for Schur 
functors. Let F and G be two free modules of finite rank, and let us con- 
sider the partition 1. = (1). We claim that L;(F@G) = A’(F@G) is 
isomorphic to x:=0 AkF@ /1’- kG (as a CL(F) x CL(G)-module). The 
proof proceeds as follows. As the standard basis of L,(F@ G) consists of all 
standard tableaux of shape (t), 
L 
k increasmg elements t-k increasing elements 
out of the basis of F out of the basis of G 
(the basis of FOG is assumed to be that of F, followed by that of G), 
where k ranges between 0 and t, we can define maps 
AkF@Ar-kG-+ A’(F@G) 
in the obvious way. Then we show that each of them admits a splitting 
which is invariant for the action of CL(F) x CL(G); just send 
(fly 81) A ... A (f,, gt) to 1 (-l)"fi, A ... A fik@Sj, A ... Ag,,+k' 




1 . . . k k + 1 . . . t 
1, . . . ik .h . . . j[-, ) 
Now take any L,,,(F@ G). Let {A.} and { gj} denote bases for F and G, 
respectively, and let { fi} u {g,} be ordered in such a way that every f, 
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(no f, can be below any gi, for this would violate column-standardness). 
So the elements of {fi} that appear in it identify a partition y such 
that /J sy E II. And it seems reasonable to conjecture that, consistent 
with the example of n’(F@ G), there exists a CL(F) x CL(G)-filtration 
whose associated graded module is C Lrip F@ L,,,G. (Our notation for 
this is L,,,(F@G) z:C L,,,F@ L,,,G; the symbol z is reserved for 
isomorphisms.) 
Consider the usual lexicographic order among partitions (a total 
ordering): if (T = (o,, 02, . ..) and t = (r,, r2, . ..). then r~ < r whenever e, = ri, 
in (1, . . . . r}, and gr+l <r,+,. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let F and G be finite free modules, and p E y E A 
partitions. M,(,l ,,P(F@ G)) is defined as the image of the map 
where 
(P,(VPL): “&‘Q Ai,,G -, A,,,(FQ G) 
sends every /i “‘-P~F@A’SP”‘G to A”‘-“‘(FOG) in the obvious way. 
Similarly, ti,(n ,,,(F@ G)) is defined to be the image of 
Furthermore, one sets M,(LnIp(F$3 G)) = d,,,(F@ G)(M,(A,,,(FO G))), 
and ~,(L,,,(FO Cl) = d~@‘CFl G)(~,(~&W G))). 
Remark 2.2. Straightening a row-standard tableau with values in 
ff,} u {g,] sends some elements of the basis of F up in the tableau, so that 
larger y’s are identified: that is why M,(A,,JF@ G)) is defined by CJ > y. 
Note also that by the total ordering of partitions, { M,(L,,JF@ G))},,,,, 
is a filtration, and &,(L,,,(F@ G)) is the union of all pieces preceding 
~,&.,,(FQ G)). 
THEOREM 2.3 [l, Theorem 11.4.111. The map (p,(A/p) induces an 
isomorphism: 
Hence the modules (M,(L,,,(FOG))),,,,,give afiltration of L,,(FQG), 
whose associated graded module is isomorphic to C, E y E 1 LulP F@ Lj.l, G. 
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Remark 2.4. One can split L,,,(FOG) in another way: consider its 
standard basis and classify the tableaux according to their G-content, i.e., 
the number of G-indices occurring in them. If (L,,(F@ G))k denotes the 
part of L,,,(F@ G) having G-content k, the filtration of Theorem 2.3 
induces a filtration on (L,,,,(F@ G))k, whose associated graded module is 
Remark 2.5. If one orders the basis (f,} u (g,} of F@ G in a different 
way, namely by putting each g, before each f,, then one has L,,(FO G) z 
CIrzYEA- L,.,,,GO LIl,F (and similarly for (Lj./k,(FOG))k). 
We write “F-c G” for the case of Theorem 2.3, and “G < F’ for the case 
of this remark. 
The key idea of this paper is to exploit the existence of the two 
filtrations mentioned above. Suppose that we want to study LLF@ L,F. 
Let 1(i)=s, let I(p)=r, and let IT be the shape (p,+I,,~~+i ,,..., 
pr + i,, 2,) AZ, . . . . A,), i.e., 
Also, let G = R”. Assuming that G < F, it is easy to see that 
since 
G@L 
(~“‘Gz R!) constitutes the bottom piece of the induced filtration on 
(LcAf’O G)),,, . Indeed, L,FO L,,Fq (L,(F;O G)),, ,._, , ; that is, the 
2.1 
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elements of LAF@ L,,F are identified with elements of L,(F@G) which 
have as G-content the partition (Y, . . . . r) (a tableau T of shape E/B with 
vc_ 
values in { 1, 2, . . . . IyI } has as contema partition y if 1 occurs in T exactly 
y, times, 2 occurs in T exactly yz times, and so on). 
On the other hand, when F< G, another filtration for (L,(F@ G)),,, is 
obtained, and one may conjecture that it induces a (non-trivial) filtration 
on the submodule (isomorphic to) L,F@ L, F. In order to decide the mat- 
ter, one wants to know what L,FO L,,F looks like inside L,(F@ G), when 
F-c G. This is precisely what we investigate at the beginning of Section 3. 
3. A UNIVERSAL FILTRATION 
As before, let c denote the partition 
and let G be R’l. We write {l’, 2’, . . . . A’, } for the canonical basis of G, 
ordered in the obvious manner, and e for 1’ A 2’ A . . . A A’, E n”G. Note 
that e is U+(G)-invariant. 
Consider any two elements d,(a, @ .. @I a,) and dj,(U,+ ,@ ... 0 u~+~) 
of L, F and L j. F, respectively. Let y E L, FQ L, F be the product 
dj.(ur + I 0 ... @u,+,)@d,(u,@ ... @a,). 
We know that y is identified with the following element of L,(F@ G): 
d,(e A u,Q ... Qe A ~,@a,+,@ ... @a,+,). 
Up to sign, the latter coincides with 
y’=d,(u, A e@ ... @a, A e@u,+,@ ... @a,+,). 
If AkJl, then ~‘=4(cp,(~)((~,Q ... Qu,@a,+,Q ... Qu,+.JQ 
(e@ . .. @e))), where v denotes the partition (p,, . . . . pL,, ;1,, . . . . ,I,), and 
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q,(o) is the corresponding map A$@ A,,,,G + A,(F@G) used to filter 
L,(F@G) (cf. Section 2; also, remark that d, stands for d,(F@G), as 
defined in Section 2). In general: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. One can aiwuys express y’ inside L,( Fg G) as a linear 
combination C ckzk, ck E Z, where each zk is equal to d,(q,,(a)(a@ 6)) for u 
suitable partition VLO of weight 111 + I,u), with UE A,, F and 
be M&%‘r:.!.Y?,. 
More precisely, b is equal to 
where b(” = . . . = b(” = e (b”’ stands for the COPJJ of e which is matched to a, 
in y’), and 
c b&O ... @b~),,+S=A(b”‘) foraNjE(l,...,r}, 
4 
Remarks 3.2. (i) The symbol 
M,J%?C;!, 
21 
denotes the U+(G)-invariant elements of the span of all basis elements in 
A.,,G which have content 
(r, . . . . r). 
i.1 
(ii) It is easy to see that for every choice of 
the term 
{t ,,, . . . . t,,; tr2, . . . . t,,; . . . . trr+*, . . . . fl,fS > , 
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is U+(G)-invariant. Consider the following composite map f: 
As A and m are CL(G)-equivariant maps, f is GL(G)-equivariant. As 
b”‘@ . . . @b(l) is U+(G)-invariant, then 
f(b”‘Q . . . Qb”‘) 
A . . . A bg,,,, @ . . . @bx’r,,+s A . . . A b;‘l, ,+,) 
is U + (G)-invariant. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We have to eliminate (by means of the 
straightening law relative to F-c G) the following type of column violations 
of standardness between two adjacent rows: 
(some F-indices below some G-indices, 
the shaded region meaning the G-indices). 
In doing so, we have to check that whenever we apply the law to a sum- 
mand of y’ of type 
c &(a’, A bK)f,, A ... A bf,i,,O ..’ Qa:+, A bx’,,,+s A ... A b#),,,+s), 
Lb, .. . . 81 
we get a Z-linear combination of terms of the same type. 
We now show how the removal of the above violation proceeds. (Note 
that we find such a violation in y’ itself, between rows r and r + 1, 
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whenever pr < 1,. Also note that the G-part of $ is U+(G)-invariant, of the 
required form.) Assume that J” is a summand of y’ of the type 
1 d,(a;r\b;QaSAb;Q...Qa:r\b: 
13,. . PI 
04+, A bl+,Q ... Q4+, A K,,), 
where b; stands for bJ;),, A . . A bg’,,,. Let us say that a’,E /i”jF for all j, 
and that m,<m;+ ,. 
Recall [ 1, Lemma 11.2.91, and consider the composite map 0 m,: 
A”‘(F@G)@ . . . ~n”~‘(F~G)~~m~(F~G)~~“~~“~(FOG)O~m~+’(FOG) 
On",+'--m,+l(FOG)Onu'+2(FOG)0 
18 @l@mc3mC3lC3 
(Note that u=mj, I-u=oifl-mitl, I=ai+l-(mi+,-mi)<ai+,= 
overlap k). Then d, 0 nm, = 0, by [ 1, Theorem 11.2.111. Let z be 
c (a; A b’,Q ... Quip, A b:-,Qai 
Dr. . . . . 81 
and take Ii,,(z); one has 
c (c 
a; A b’, Q . . . Qa:-, A b:_,Qaj A (6: A a:+,)~o,p,I 
B,. ..., 81 7 
Q(b: A a:+,),,,+, A bi+,Qai+2 A bi+,Q ... 
) 
, 
where 1, (6: A a:+,&,,-,,Q(bi A ai+,),,,+,=A(bj A ai+l), with A: 
/1”,-“t+“,+l(J’QG) + Ab,-W (FQ G) Q /jml+l(FQ G). mm,(z) is also equal 
to 
c (a’, A b;Q ...Qa:-, A b:p,Qa:r\ b: 
8,. ..., 81 
Qa:,, A b:+,Qa:+, A b:+,Q -+-) 
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Q(a~+~L,,+,-h A (b:)ah A bj+lQa:+2 A b:+,Q ... 
> 
, 
where C, (a~+l)&hQ(a~+,),,t+,-h=A(a~+,), with A: A”‘+‘F+AhFO 
A ml+‘phF, and Cp(b:)b,,~,,_hO(b:)ph=d(b:), with A:A”z-“‘G-+ 
/i”,- ml- hG @ A hG. Hence y” is equal to 
@(a~+l)~m,+~-h A (bj)ph A b:+,Qa:+z A b:+,Q ... 
)) 
. 
N For every fixed h and ~1, let zh, I denote 
@(a:+,)am~+,-h A (bj)gh A bj+,Qa:+2 A b:+,Q ... 
) 
. 
)r II. Clearly y” =x( +z,, J. We claim that each zh, a IS a Z-linear combination 
of elements of the required form. 
Let w  denote 
1 xb;Q ... Qb:-,Q(b:);,,-,,-,Q(b:),, A b:+,Qb:+,Q . . . . 
8,. . ..* BI B 
w is equal to 
c 
?i 
w(k,. . . . . k,), 
(kl, ...I k,) > (0, . . . . 0) 
kl+ +k,=h 
where Tk,, .._, k,) is (up to sign) 
1 1 4Q ... Qb:~,Q(bW',,,)b,l,,-k, * ... * (bf$,,):, , ,,- /cl 
B,, . . PI 6,. . . . . 61 
Q (b(” ) b’rrrr &kr A ... A (bt)f,l)d,k, A b;+,Qb;+,Q . . . . 
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-7 wCk,, ___, k,j is an integral multiple of 
c brrr, A ... A b;‘,,,Q ... Qb;‘,,,-, A ... A b;j ,,-, 
I%% . ..% 81 
0 b;‘,,, ~ k, * ... A b;‘,,,-,, 
Q%!,,+,+k, * ... * b;,),,,+1+,,Qbj7:)r,,+2 * ... * b;,',,,+>Q ....
Say, Tk,, . . . . k,) = c;‘kl, ._., k,)$k,. .._, k,). Thus 2. a =c c;kl, ___, k,+;kI, . . . . k,)? where 
?.‘I 
&(kl, . . . . k,) - -4 1 
( 
a’, A b;Q ... Qai-, A by-,Qa: A (a:,,),, A b(’ 
Br. . . . 81 
Q(4+,),,,+,-, * K’+,Qd+, * b;+,Q ... 
1 
and b,” is the jth factor of the generic summand of $k,, ,_,, k,). 
We now see that in each &, ,,,, k,), the F-part in the ith (resp., (i + 1)th) 
row belongs to LI”‘+~F (resp., Amr+i-hF), and (mi+h)- (mi+l -h)= 
mj--mi+l +2h>mi-mi+l. So repeating the process often enough, we can 
express y” as a Z-linear combination of terms with m,- mi+, + 2h 2 0, 
thereby removing the violation we started with. If any one of the z’;k,, _,,, k,) 
so obtained contains a similar violation between any two rows, we may 
repeat the procedure for these rows. 
As for every fixed value of p,, . . . . B,, each of the corresponding tableaux 
in z;(~,, ,,_, k,j has been obtained from some tableau in y” by bringing some F- 
indices of row i + 1 up to row i, and some G-indices of row i down to row 
i+ 1, it follows from [ 1, Lemma 11.2.141 (and from F-c G) that each 
tableau in zFkl, ,__, k,) is strictly smaller in the customary pseudo-order of 
tableaux (cf. [l, Definition 11.2.131) than some tableau in y”. Since 
the set of tableaux of shape o with entries in the union of the bases of F 
and G is finite, we must ultimately arrive at an expression of y’ as a 
Z-linear combination of tableaux with no violation of the type we are 
discussing. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Remark 3.3. In the proof of Proposition 3.1, y” is replaced by a linear 
combination of tableaux having F-parts of (possibly improper) shape 
lexicographically > v’, where v’ stands for the (improper) shape 
(m,, m2, -., mr+s). 
DEFINITIONS 3.4. (i) For every vgo such that /VI = 111 + 1~1, let 
&a/v) denote the (finite) set consisting of all elements 
b= c bg;r, A ... A bx’l,,Q ... Qbx’+ A ... A b;,;,,,,, 
6%.  . . . 81 
for all possible choices of {fr,, . . . . t,,; ry7, . . . . t12; . . . . t,,,,, . . . . r,,+s). 
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(ii) For every b E B(o/v), let cp(v, 6) denote the restriction of the 
map d,ocp,,(a): ~,F@/i,,,G+L,(F@G) to /1,F@ (b}. We think of 
cp(v, b) as a map /1,F+ L,(F@ G). 
LEMMA 3.5. cp(v, b) is a GL(F)-equivariant map landing in 
LaFCiO L,, FG (L,(F@ G))(r, _,,, r), G < F 
AI 
Proof As d,ocpJa) is GL(F) x CL(G)-equivariant, cp(v, 6) is GL(F)- 
equivariant. Moreover, for every XE A,F, d,(cp,(o)(x@b)) is a U+(G)- 
invariant element of L(F@G),,...,,,, F< G, because b is in (&,G)~~~!~!,. 
21 AI 
Straightening with respect to G < F, we then get an element of LAF@ L,F: 
this is an easy consequence of [ 1, Theorem in the Appendix] and the fact 
that 
1’ 2’ . . . 2; 
1’ 2’ . . . A; 
. . . . 
;I 21 . . . 12; 
is the only canonical tableau of content (r, . . . . r). vu_ 
AI 
Let 
M,= 1 Im(cp(T, b)); 
r>v 
be B(o/r) 
we want to show that {MY} gives a filtration of L,F@ L,F whose 
associated graded object is a direct sum of Schur functors. The 
exhaustiveness of the filtration follows from Proposition 3.1. We next 
prove: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 
ti, = 1 W&z, b)). 
7,” 
b E B(u/r ) 
Then cp(v, b) induces a map @(v, 6): L,F+ MJ&,. 
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Proof Let .x E Im( 0 ,,), where 0 ,, is the composite map 
JIYIFQ . . . Q/~‘I~~FQ/~‘I+‘FQ/~“+~~‘FQAI;+ZFQ 
i 
IQ . ..QlQdQlQlQ 
A”‘FQ . . Q/i”l-‘FQA”lFQ/iIFQA~l+’ ‘FQA”d+‘FQ . . . 
IQ ...~1@3l$3m~1~ 
for any i, and any t such that t < v,+ , By [ 1, Theorem 11.2.1 I], it suffices 
to show that cp(v, h)(x) E kl,,. Let us say that 
where xE (a,),,,,@ (a,):, = d(u,), with A: A ‘l+‘F+ A”‘F@ A’F. (Note that we 
write v=(v,,v~ ,..., v T+S).) Then cp(v, b)(x) = d,(cp,,(o)(.u@h)) is equal to 
Q(q);, A ai+, A b;+,@a;+z A b;+zO . ..) 3 
1 
where bj stands for b& A ... A bf,‘,,,, as usual. 
Consider the composite map q ,: 
A”‘(F@G)@ ... ~A”~~‘(F~G)~A”~+‘(F~G)~A”~t’~‘(F~G) 
@Aur+‘(F@G)@ . . . 
IQ ---@1@3@1@1@~ 
A”‘(F@G)@ ... @A”~-‘(F@G)@A”~(F@G)@A’(F@G) 
@A”~+‘-‘(F@G)@Agt+‘(F@G)@ ... 
I 
IQ . ..QlQiQrnQlQ .. 
A”‘(F@G)@ ... @A”~-‘(F@G)@A”J(F@G)@A”~+‘(F@G) 
@Aut+*(F@G)@ . . . . 
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(Note that t < vi+, < a,,,.) Then d, 0 0, = 0, again by [l, 
Theorem 11.2.111. Let z be 
and take O,(z); one has 
+c B .,, 8, (, T<, ( -lYg+r-i t-l)‘-’ 
,2 > < 
@(Ui)$A (bi);9t-jAui+l “bi+lOui+z A bi+,O .‘.) 
) 
3 
where C, (uily “, + t-j 0 (ai);,= d(u,), with A: AY1+‘F+ ,4Yz+fpjF@A~F, and 
& (bi)80,pv,pr+j@ (b,);9,_j= A(bi), with A: A*-‘lG + A”f-‘r-‘+iG@ 
A’-‘G. Hence cp(v, b)(x) is equal to 
-d,, 
( ( 
B c, c ( -1)” ( -l)“l+l-’ ( -l)‘-’ 
r. . I OCjcr 
XC (u~Ab,@ ...Oui-l “bi-~O(Ui)yv,+r-jA (bi)bo,-v,-r+j 
Y. B 
O (ui)ij A Ui+ I A (bi)k,-j A bi+l @ai+* A bi+20 ... ) 
)) 
. 
For every fixed j and y, let Fj, y denote the element 
t-11 0 &+%+l-jd 
( 
1 C(U,Ab,O...OUi-lAbi-1 
0,. . Bl B 
O(ui)yv,+r-j A (bi)Da,-v,-r+j 
O (ui)bj A ui+ I A (bi);Pt-j A b,+l Oui+z A bi+2 @ . ..)). 
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Following almost verbatim the argument given for z, I in the proof of 
Proposition 3.1, one obtains ij, y = C cik ,,,,,, k,j z&, _,,. k,,r where c&,, ,,,, k,j E Z, 
and zik, ,_, k ) is equal to . 7 , 
A b:+,@ai+, A b:+,@ . . . , 
with bJ the appropriate element, of the usual type. 
cp(v, b)(x) is thus equal to a linear combination of terms like &,. ...,k,,. As 
j < t implies vi + t-j > vi, and 
v’=(v1,..., Vi-l,Vi+t--j,Vi+1-t+j,Vi+2 ).,. )>v, 
it follows that cp(v, b)(x) E A?,, as required. (Note that v’ may be an 
improper partition, in which case it is not immediate that z;~,, ,,,,k,j E &,. 
However, Remark 3.3 shows that acting on &,, ..,( k,,, as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.1, our claim eventually follows.) 
THEOREM 3.7. L,FQ L,F has a filtration whose associated graded 
module is isomorphic to a direct sum of Schur functors. 
Prooj For every v, order the finite set B(cr/v) in some way, thus 
obtaining a total ordering of the pairs (v, b): (v’, 6’) < (v, b) if and only if 
either v’ > v or v’ = v and b’ < b in the chosen order for B(a/v). Discard all 
maps cp(v, 6) such that im(cp(v, 6)) GC~~..~~)<(,,.~) im(cp(v’, 6’)) over Z (and 
hence over every R). The remaining maps cp(v, b) we call “good” (with 
respect to the fixed ordering of the pairs (v, 6)). 
Consider the finer filtration given by M,,, = Ccp9,6.jG (,,,b, im(cp(v’, b’)) 
(whence tiV,b = C (v’,b’J<(v,bj im(cp(v’, b’))). Each (good) map rp(v, b) induces 
an epimorphism L,,F-+ IV~,J~,,~ (still denoted by Cp(v, b)), which is non- 
zero over Z. 
We prove in Section 4 that we may assume to thus choose orderings 
for the sets B(a/v), that whenever im(cp(v, 6)) g &y,b over Z, then 
im(q(v, b)) g $f,6 over Q too. Then the epimorphism Cp(v, b) is nonzero 
over Q too. Since L,F is irreducible over Q, Cp(v, b) is in fact an 
isomorphism over Q. It follows that if for each v, c(v) = the number of 
good cp(v, b)‘s, then rk(L,F@L,F)=Cc(v)rk(L,F) over Q, hence over 
every R, for the Schur functor is universally free. 
From the standard basis theorem [l, Theorem 11.2.161, we know that 
Cc(v) rk(L,F) is the number of elements in the family 9 = 
{cp(v, b)(x) I cp(v, b) is good, and d,(x) is a standard tableau}. Since 9 is a 
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system of generators for LnF@ L,F over every R (by Proposition 3.1 and 
Lemma 3.6), it follows that 9 is a basis for L,FQ L, F over every R. 
Hence each MV,J&fV 6 is a free module with rank equal to rk(L,F), and 
Cp(v, b) must be an ‘isomorphism over R. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.7, with the proviso we show in Section 4 that we can choose 
orderings for the B(cr/v)‘s in the required way. 
Remark 3.8. As there are in general several non-isomorphic universal 
representations which specialize to the same GL(n, C)-irreducible module 
(e.g., SkF & DkF over Z, and yet Sk Fz DkF over Q), it was by no means 
clear a priori that LIF@ L, F could have a filtration whose associated 
graded module was a direct sum of L,F’s. For instance, A(F@G) has a 
universal filtration by GL( F) x GL( G)-modules, whose associated graded 
object is C L, FQ K).G; here K,G denotes the so-called co-Schur functor of 
shape I”, which has the property that K,G & LxG over Z, but K,G E LxG 
over Q. 
Given any two universally free functors, say TX(F,, . . . . F,,,) and 
T;( F1, . . . . F,,,), we say that TX(F,, . . . . F,) is a Z-form of Ta(F1, . . . . F,) if 
TOW,, . . . . F,) is naturally equivalent to T;;(F,, . . . . F,). For instance, as 
already observed, Sk and Dk are two different Z-forms of the kth symmetric 
power. Theorem 3.7 then states that the tensor product of two Z-forms of 
type “Schur functor” has a filtration in terms of Z-forms of the same type. 
4. THE COEFFICIENTS c(A, p; v) 
In the proof of Theorem 3.7, nothing was said about the coefficients c(v). 
However, we do know by universality that these coefficients must coincide 
with those c(J., p; v) given by the classical Littlewood-Richardson rule. For 
reasons that will be clear in the following, instead of using the description 
of c(& p; v) found in [ 11, we adopt another one, easily following from 
[2, Theorem 8.7, Proposition 8.91. 
DESCRIPTION 4.1. Given a skew tableau T, its “associated sequence” as 
(T) is the word obtained by listing the entries of T from bottom to top in 
each column, starting from the left-most column. 
A “word of Yamanouchi” (abbreviated as “Y-word”) is any sequence of 
positive integers (a,, . . . . a,) such that for each k < m, the sub-sequence of 
positive integers (a,, . . . . ak) has the following property: the number of times 
i appears in (a,, . . . . ak) is not smaller than the number of times i+ 1 
appears there, for every positive integer i (e.g., (1122123) is a Y-word, 
(1122213) is not a Y-word). 
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Let SY(L,,,G),,...,,, be the set of all standard tableaux in 
).I 
content (r, . . . . r), and such that their associated sequence 
‘-;-ry 
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L,,, G having 
is a Y-word. 
Then c(A, pr;) is #SY(L,,G),, .._ ,), where as usual r = f(p), s = [(A), and 
o=(pI+A1,pL2+A I,..., p,+d,,i:,E”, ,..., I”,). 
Hence the maps cp(v, b) with SY(L,,,G),, . . ..) = @ must be non-essential 
to our filtration (that is, cp(v, b) must not be’good). For those v such that 
SY(L,,,G),, ,,,, r) # @, we want to describe a set of b’s that identifies the 
2, 
c(A, p; v) copies of L,F occurring in the associated graded module. 
Given TE ~Y(L,,,Gh,, .__, + as(T) is a Y-word. To any Y-word 
a = (a,, . ..1 4, one can” associate (cf. [l, Definition IV.1.41) the 
“transpose” Y-word rZ = (Z,, . . . . LT,), where (Ti denotes the number of uk’s 
such that ak = ai and k< i. So we can take (as(T)) - (which has content 
(1 I, ...> J,)). 
r 
Next we construct a tableau T of shape o/v be replacing every entry ui of 
T by di. (It is easy to check that p is weakly decreasing in rows and strictly 
decreasing in columns [ 1, Lemma IV.2.31.) For each iE { 1, . . . . r + s} and 
each je { 1, . . . . r}, let tji be the number of j’s occurring in the ith row of T. 
We then call b(T) the element 
C bf,;,j A . . . A br,,,,,@ ... @bf,‘,,,r\ . . . A br,,,,, 
P,. . . . . BI 
of B(a/v) (the notations are as usual). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let 1= (2, l), p = (2, 1, I), O= (4, 3, 3, 2, l), and 
v= (3, 2, 1, 1). Take 
2’ 
2’ 
T= 1’ 2’ , 
1’ 
1' 
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of content (3, 3); then 
3 
2 
F-= 31 , 
2 
and b(T) (written as a linear combination of tableaux) is 
1’ 1’ 2’ 2’ 
1’ 2’ 1’ 2’ 
2’ 1’ - 2’ 1’ + 1’ 2’ - 1’ 2’ . 
2’ 1’ 2’ 1’ 
2’ 2’ 1’ 1’ 
We want to establish a link between the “good” maps occuring in the 
filtration and those indexed by the 6( T)‘s. In order to do this, we need a 
total ordering of the b(T)%. Given any row-standard tableau T, we can 
consider the word w(T), formed by writing one after the other, all the rows 
of T, starting from the top. As all such words can be ordered 
lexicographically, we can say that “T< T’ lexicographically” if and only if 
w(T) < w(T). Hence it makes sense to define a total ordering on the b( T)‘s 
by b(T) < 6( T’) if and only if T < T lexicographically. 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) Zf T-C T’ in the customary pseudo-order of tableaux, 
then T< T lexicographically (after rearranging in the rows). 
(ii) For every TE SY(L,,,G),z,, write b(T) as a combination of 
tableaux. Then b( T) = + T + c ck Tk:’ eke Z, where each Tk is a row- 
standard tableau < T lexicographically. 
ProoJ Part (i) follows immediately from the definition of the pseudo- 
order of tableaux (recall [ 1, Definition 11.2.131). 
Part (ii) is an easy consequence of the definitions, and of (i), by means 
of a slight generalization of [ 1, Lemma 11.2.143. 
Remark 4.4. The slight generalization of [ 1, Lemma 11.2.143 men- 
tioned above reads as follows. 
Let T be a tableau of shape 21~~ with values in S, and let T be the 
tableau, also of shape n/p, formed by exchanging certain entries from the 
kth row of T, say T(k, h,), . . . . T(k, h,), with certain entries of the (k + t)th 
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row of T, say T(k + t, m,), . . . . T(k + t, m,), where T(k + t, m,) < T(k, h,) for 
v=l , . . . . a. More precisely, for (i,j)# {(k,h,), . . . . (k, h,), (k+t, m,), . . . . 
(k + t, m,)}, T(i, j)= T(i,j), but T(k, h,) = T(k + t, m,,) and T’(k + t, m,) 
= T(k, h,) for v = 1, . . . . CI. Then T’ < T in the pseudo-order of tableaux. 
From now on, we assume that B(a/v) is ordered by h( T,) < . . . < 
b( T,,) <all other b’s in some order. 
THEOREM 4.5. The “good” maps cp(v, 6) are those where b = b(T) for 
some Tin SY(L,j,,G),, ,...,, ). 
ii 
Proof: Note that over Q, if im(q(v, b(T,)) g kv.bCT,,, i= 1, . . . . p, then it 
must be that im(cp(v, b))c A.?,,, for all remaining b’s in B(D,/v), for 
otherwise L,FQ L, F would have more than ~(2, p; v) components E L,,F 
in characteristic zero, which is impossible. We claim that in fact 
im(cp(v, b(T,)) $E kv,bcT,,r i= 1, . . . . p, over every R. 
Suppose not. For any standard tableau d,(a) in L,F, &;fv,6Cr,j contains 
cp(v, b( T,))(a). Say, d,(cp,(o)(a 0 b( Ti))) = y”. Applying the straightening 
law relative to F < G, 
d,(cp,(a)(a@ 6( Ti))) + (a linear combination of standard tableaux 
with F-shape > v) 
= (a linear combination of standard tableaux with 
F-shape > v) + (a linear combination of standard tableaux 
with F-shape v, but G-part < T, lexicographically) 
(by Lemma 4.3), where b(Ti) is the trivial lifting in A.,,G of the 
straightened expression of d,,,(b( T,)) in L,,, G. Since 
= +d,(cp,(o)(aO T;)) + (a linear combination of standard 
tableaux with G-part CT, lexicographically) 
(again by Lemma 4.3, since the straightening law in L,,,G reduces position 
in the pseudo-order; cf. [ 1, Lemma II.2.15]), and no term can cancel 
d,(cp,(o)(a@ Ti)), we have the required contradiction. 
It thus follows that the maps cp(v, b( T,)) are good, and are the only good 
maps which keep the property im(cp(v, 6)) SC &ly,b over Q. In order to 
prove the theorem it remains to show that im(cp(v, 6)) E tiv,6 over Q 
implies im(cp(v, 6)) c A%,,, over Z. 
607'68,l.5 
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For any standard tableau d,(a) E L,F, suppose that we have 
+ c (i ( F 4hd,(a.‘(~)(a:h~~(~~))))), (*I 
“‘> Y  i= 1 h=l 
where qrhEQ, qihe Q, &(a,) is a standard tableau, and &.(a;,) is a 
standard tableau. (Note that on the right-hand side of (*), we need only 
the maps cp(v, 6( Ti)), because we are over Q.) We want to show that the 
coefficients qrh and qih are all integers. 
Case 1. WL,,,G),, ,....,) = @. 
All coefficients qih are 0. Apply the straightening law of L,(F@G) 
(relative to F< G) to what remains of (*). On the left-hand side of (*), just 
get a Z-linear combination of standard tableaux. On the right-hand side, 
rational numbers occur. 
Pick on the right-hand side any standard tableau with minimal F-shape 
(lexicographically), say vb, and G-part equal to Tib, where i, is the index of 
the maximum b(Ti) occurring with coefficients qih not all zero. Such a 
tableau is matched with a suitable kq&,, and does not occur elsewhere on 
the right-hand side (Lemma 4.3). Since the left-hand side has integral coef- 
ficients, it follows qIoho EZ. Similarly, q& E Z for all h in { 1, . . . . m:,}. 
Next pick on the right-hand side any standard tableau of F-shape vb and 
G-part equal to Ti,, where i, is the index of the maximum b( T/) < b(Tj,) 
occurring with coefficients qih not all zero. Such a tableau appears matched 
with a suitable &&ho, and does not occur elsewhere on the right-hand 
side, except possibly in the upshot of the straightening of the terms with 
b( Tie) (again Lemma 4.3). Such a tableau therefore has a coefficient (on the 
right-hand side) equal to n f qjlho, for a suitable n E Z. Since the left-hand 
side has integral coefficients, it follows that n + qilho E Z; hence &ho E Z. 
Similarly, q:,,, E Z for all h in { 1, . . . . rn:, }. Repeating the argument for all 
terms b(T/) in B(o/v&) (in decreasing order), one concludes that all 
corresponding coeflicients qih are integers. 
A similar argument then works for the coefficients qjh associated with the 
minimal shape >v& and for all larger and larger shapes v’. 
Case 2. WL,,vG)~r,...,r~ # 0. 
This case does not substantially differ from Case 1. After applying the 
straightening law (relative to F< G) to both sides of (*), one must first 
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pick (on the right-hand side) shape v and the maximum b(T,) E B(a/v) 
occurring with coefficients qih not all zero. 
Next, pick shape v and all other terms b(T;), in decreasing order, and 
then vb, etc. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
Theorem 4.5 has the immediate corollary that the proof of Theorem 3.7 is 
now complete. 
Some further remarks are in order. 
Let B’(o/v) denote the subset of @o/v) consisting of the elements 
b( Ti), and define C, as the linear span of B’(a/v). We claim that 
M,/A& z L,,FO C,,. 
Remark 4.6. C, is a universally free module of rank co,, FL; v): B’(a/v) 
obviously is a basis for it, and universality follows from the fact that each 
b( Ti) is a Z-linear combination of basis elements of A,,VG. 
THEOREM 4.7. M,/kl, E L,F@ C,, for every v. 
Proof: We define a GL(F)-map II/: L,FQ C, + MY/&,, as follows. 
Let $ be the composite A,,F@ C,. -+‘M, +proj M,/I@~, where 0 is 
defined by x0 (C rib( T,)) H C r,cp(v, h( Ti))(x). If x E im( 0 ,,), then 
$(X&I (x r,b(T,))) = C ri$(v, h( T,))(x) = 0. Hence $ induces a map t,Q from 
L,, FO C,,. 
It is clear that $ is onto. But then it is also one-to-one, because 
rk(M,,/ti,)=rk(L,.F)+ ..&k(L,F)=rk(L,F@C,). - 
c(i,flc:v) tunes 
Remark 4.8. One cannot replace C, by the linear span of B(o/v) in 
Theorem 4.7, because in general, b E B( o/v) equals 
C rib(Ti) + C sjbj, 
where C s,b, E im( q ,,,), and im(C sjp(v, b,)) s A$,. 
Proof of the Statements in Remark 4.8. Let b E B(a/v) and let z denote 
the canonical tableau of L,F. Then Cp(v, b)(z) = C Cp(v, b( Ti))(ai), for 
suitable linear combinations ai of standard tableaux in L, F. Since the (F- ) 
content of z is exactly S, one has ai = riz for each i, so that 
@(V, b)(z) = C ri@(v, b( Ti))(Z). 
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Apply to both sides the straightening law, relative to F-c G; because of the 
nature of z, 
(1) 
where 2 is the trivial lifting of z to ,4 y F, and 6, 6( rj) are as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5. 
By the standard basis theorem, (1) implies 
hence 
and 
h - 1 r,b( Ti) e im( 0 ,,,). 
Since both b and C rib( ri) belong to the span of B(o/v), it follows 
b - 1 rib( Ti) = 1 sjbj, 
for suitable elements 6, of B(a/v). 
Now for the second part of Remark 4.8. Let x be any element of A,F; 
C sjrp(v, b,)(x) is equal to 
1 cP(“, b(T,))(Ji) + 1 cpb b&J> (*) 
TSY 
b E B(a/r I 
where Ji is the trivial lifting of a linear combination yi of suitable standard 
tableaux of L, F, and similarly for ?,,b. 
Eliminating all violations of standard-ness in the elements bj, one gets 
Csjd~(cP~(0)(xO~))+ ( l' 
a mear combination of tableaux with 
F-shape > v) = the expression (*) above. (2) 
But 1 s,d,,,(6,) =0 implies C s,d,(cp,(a)(x@6,)) =O; so completely 
straightening (with respect to F< G) on both sides of (2), one has 
(a linear combination of standard tableaux with F-shape > v) = 
C d,( cp,(o)( pi @ 6( Ti))) + (a linear combination of standard 
tableaux with F-shape > v) 
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and the standard basis theorem forces 
i d,(cp,,(a)(~,O6(Ti)))=o. (3) 
,=I 
Now recall that h(T,) < . < b(T,). Since nothing can cancel 
d,(cp,(a)( j,@ T,,)) in (3) (cf. Lemma 4.3), it must be that JP = 0. But then 
nothing can cancel d,(cp,(a)( j,- 1 @ T,, ,)) in 
p 1 
1 d,(cp,(a)(~;O~(T,)))=O, (3’) 
r=l 
and also j,-, = 0. 
Repeating the argument, ji = 0 for each i, and C s,cp(v, bj)(x) is equal to 
c,> u,btB(o/r) cP(? b)(2,,b), as wished. 
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